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1 Executive Summary 
This deliverable “D1.3 Preliminary ERATOSTHENES Architecture” concerns the description of the initial 

definition of ERATOSTHENES architecture, its components, and their interactions. This deliverable is the first key 
outcome of task T1.4, completing the first cycle of development of the architecture with the input and collaboration 
of tasks T1.2 and T1.3. The main goal is establishing the core elements of the project’s solution as a starting point for 
the rest of the research actions, and which will be later refined considering evolutions and feedback from other work 
packages. 

The work on this document has been closely linked to the work on deliverable D1.2, where the pilots and use 
cases (including extended use cases beyond the pilots) have been refined and their requirements have been extracted 
and defined.  

The first architectural design, including its components and their interactions, has been developed with the 
requirements covered in D1.2 as a starting point. Additionally, the project’s currently envisioned assets have been 
considered.  
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2 Introduction 
This deliverable describes the first high-level version of the ERATOSTHENES architecture resulting from tasks 

1.3 (definition of the trust methodological framework) and 1.4 (reference architecture for trust and identity 
management). The document presents the preliminary version of the architecture (target M6) together with a 
description of its main components and entities and sets as target M26 to obtain a final version after having processed 
the feedback on the first approximations.  

Deliverable D1.3 parts from the requirements for a generic trust and privacy preserving IdM system identified in 
T1.3 together with the specific requirements of the use cases collected as part of T1.2. to define the first version of the 
architecture together with the different components, interfaces and structures that form the core of the 
ERATOSTHENES. This deliverable focuses on providing detailed descriptions about the different components of 
the architecture, and detailed flows showing the different functionalities supported by the proposed solution. 

In addition, D1.3 presents the different assets identified, as well as their descriptions and associated partners, and 
makes a direct mapping between these assets and the respective components integrated in the proposed solution to, 
finally, present the pilots and use cases collected in D1.2, which gathers all the requirements initially defined for the 
three pilots of the project. From these, the key requirements have been analyzed, grouped and addressed with the 
architecture design. 

The work has followed an iterative methodology through different meetings.  Different pilots and use cases as 
well as multiple assets have been discussed to obtain a first architecture that includes all the foreseen processes. First, 
the common flows of the different pilots have been identified, thus establishing a general framework and a solid base 
for the architecture. The requirements defined in D1.2 have been another pilar for the architectural design. Another 
source of inspiration for this work has been the project’s currently envisioned assets, which are captured in Section 
3.1.2.  
 

2.1 State of Art 
This deliverable focuses on a high-level architecture to fulfill the project’s objective of achieving secure lifecycle 

management of IoT devices, including an identity and trust framework for their interactions. A current development 
with a similar scope is the GAIA-X project, and specifically its technical architecture [1]. However, this architecture is 
focused on a European cloud infrastructure with federated identity as a source for trust, and not for generic IoT 
application domains with decentralized approaches. Another conceptual is the zero-trust architecture [2], from which 
we take similar ideas regarding trust evaluation but going beyond them by considering more dynamic scenarios with 
multiple domains, with decentralized approaches and identity management. Some work has been done in the topic of 
trust and identity management in decentralized IoT environments [3,4,5,6], but it has been below the scope of this 
project, not considering whole device lifecycle management and trust/reputation beyond identity based in threat 
analysis, risk modelling and monitoring. 

While the objective of this deliverable is establishing a high-level architecture, some state of art technologies and 
standards will be ingrained in the development. That is the case of Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) [7], as a 
cryptographic anchor for identity management and trust. Also, Manufacturer Usage Descriptions (MUD) and 
extensions [8] will be considered for the management of the security lifecycle of devices. Additionally, identity 
management will aim to achieve self-sovereign identity principles [9], and decentralization will be achieved through 
DLTs that consider efficient and secure consensus [10]. Future deliverables that deal with technical instantiations of 
the architecture will delve deeper into state-of-art solutions that may fulfill the functionalities and roles identified in 
this architecture, like DIDs [11], Verifiable Credentials [12], FAIR threat modelling extensions [13], privacy-preserving 
Attribute-Based Credentials [14], digital twin concept [15], intrusion detection systems for IoT [16].  
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2.2 Mapping ERATOSTHENES Outputs 
Table 1: Adherence to ERATOSTHENES GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions 

ERATOSTHENES 
GA Component 

Title 

ERATOSTHENES GA 
Component Outline 

Respective 
Document 
Chapter(s) 

Justification 

DELIVERABLE     

D2.1 Preliminary 
ERATOSTHENES 
Architecture 

This deliverable describes 
the first, high-level, release 
of the ERATOSTHENES 
architecture Chapters 3 and 4 

Chapter 3 covers the definition and 
description of the ERATOSTHENES 
Trust and Identity Management 
Architecture, including components 
and functionalities. Chapter 4 covers 
the mapping of the pilot’s use cases to 
these architecture 

TASKS    

Task 1.4 Reference 
Trust and Identity 
Management 
Architecture 

This task will define 
components, interfaces, and 
interactions of the core trust 
and Identity Management 
Architecture based on the 
requirements surfaced in 
Tasks 1.3 and 1.4. It will 
consist of two cycles, with a 
first architecture delivered in 
M6 (T1.3) and a final 
version in M26 after 
processing feedback from 
the first prototypes. This 
task takes as input the 
requirements for a generic 
trustable identity privacy-
preserving IdM system 
collected in T1.3 and the 
use-case specific 
requirements collected as 
part of T1.2. From these, 
the components, interfaces, 
and data structures will be 
distilled that make up the 
basic structure of the core 
IdM system.  

Chapters 3 and 4 

Chapter 3 covers the definition and 
description of the ERATOSTHENES 
Trust and Identity Management 
Architecture, including components 
and functionalities. An overview of the 
architecture and is functionalities is 
introduced in section 3. 
Section 3.1 covers the component 
description, the project’s assets and 
their mapping to the components. 
Section 3.2 covers ERATOSTHENES 
core functionalities, with flows and 
component interactions 
Section 3.3. covers mapping of 
security and privacy considerations 
identified in D1.2 to the architecture 
and components 

Chapter 4 covers the mapping of the 
pilot’s use cases to this architecture, 
including key requirements and use 
cases interactions 
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2.3 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure 
Deliverable D1.2 collects all the initially defined requirements for the three pilots of the project, as well as further 

functionalities. From those, key requirements have been analyzed, grouped, and tackled with the design of the 
architecture, serving as a basis for the work carried out in this deliverable. 

The rest of the document is structured as follows. The main work and outcomes of the deliverable are included 
in section 3. There, the architecture is introduced, and its core elements established. In section 3.1, the components of 
the architecture are described. Additionally, the currently envisioned assets are defined, and we identify relationships 
between them and the architecture’s components. In section 3.2, the deliverable focuses on key functionalities such as 
domain enrolment, showing the interactions between the architecture’s components to fulfil them. Section 3.3. collects 
security and privacy considerations identified and how they affect the architecture and its components. Finally, section 
4 depicts how key pilot requirements are tackled with the architectural design, as well as mappings of 
ERATOSTHENES architectural flows to the instantiations specific to the pilot’s use cases. 
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3 Architectural Overview  
This section is dedicated to the initial definition and description of the ERATOSTHENES architecture, its 

components and the main functionalities and flows. ERATOSTHENES envisions to develop a decentralised and 
contextual Trust and Identity Management Framework for IoT environments. The main functional blocks considered 
in ERATOSTHENES and their key characteristics are reflected in Figure 1. To carry out those functionalities while 
considering the heterogeneity, differing scopes, and large scale of IoT environments, the solution envisions an 
environment with multiple independent (but potentially collaborating through information exchange) domains. 
Domains will enable the scalability of the system and the differentiation in operations through the grouping of 
interactions depending on physical and/or logical criteria (e.g., user smart appliances environment, traffic infrastructure 
critical services, an industrial shop floor…).  

The differentiation of domains will add to the flexibility of the functionality to adapt to the specifics of multiple 
scenarios. One example of this is the varying necessities regarding user/owner identity in respect to devices. In some 
cases, like when a domain is tied to the devices (smart appliances, health monitoring devices…) of a user, the user 
identity will be associated to the devices as the owner, which can be taken into account in the domain’s infrastructure. 
In others, like a shop floor, device owner could be the company, while devices could also have different users in the 
domain (the workers).  

 

Figure 1. ERATOSTHENES main blocks and features 

As reflected in Figure 1, the management of identities of IoT devices will be a key component of the 
ERATOSTHENES technology stack. ERATOSTHENES will establish means, both in terms of infrastructure, 
protocols, and components, for device identity management with security and privacy (e.g., minimal disclosure, 
disposable identifiers) guarantees. The identity management will be supported by Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) 
based authentication, which provides extra security for device identification and cryptographic fingerprinting. 
Additionally, the identity framework will be supported by DLTs, and specifically enable interactions in multiple 
domains through inter-DLTs. 

ERATOSTHENES will also focus on providing a trust framework for IoT environments. This will involve 
infrastructural components, but also mechanisms for the devices themselves. In particular, Trusted Execution 
Environments will be used as one of the anchors of trust for devices. Additionally, domains will have trust and 
reputation services, where the entities involved in the domain will be continuously evaluated. Regarding this, 
monitoring of interactions will be necessary, raising the need of Intrusion Detection Systems in all domains. Finally, 
operations will be supported by DLTs which will enable the auditability of processes by acting as verifiable data 
registries. Moreover, (inter-)DLTs will support the sharing of trust and cyber threat information improving the security 
of the entire ERATOSTHENES ecosystem. 
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Lastly, one of the most important elements when dealing with IoT environments is managing the lifecycle of 
devices. ERATOSTHENES will provide mechanisms for performing all the key steps throughout device’s lifetimes: 
bootstrapping, enrolment in domains, backup and recovery of data and identity information, decommissioning, etc. 
Entities within domains (e.g., backup services) and encompassing multiple domains (software repositories, 
manufacturer servers, certification services…) will be used to support the device’s lifecycle management, including 
standard protocols like Manufacturer Usage Descriptions (MUDs). 

To support the project’s pilots, and fulfil its functionality goals, ERATOSTHENES introduces an innovative 
technology stack that is embedded in the reference architecture presented in Figure 2. The figure gives an overview on 
the multi-domain approach of the architecture, as well as the components needed to fulfil the functionality and a 
minimal example of two of the interactions supported by the architecture: enrolment and usage of service. The 
following sections expand on the concepts showed in the figure, giving detailed descriptions of the architecture’s 
components and the main functionalities and flows contemplated in it.   

 

 

 

Figure 2. ERATOSTHENES Architecture 

 

3.1 Components 
The ERATOSTHENES architecture envisions an environment with multiple independent (but potentially 

collaborating through information exchange) domains. Domains will serve to group operations depending on physical 
criteria like proximity (e.g., for scalability or timing demands) or logical criteria. The latter enables variable execution 
environments depending on the requirements of the specific use case instantiation. Multiple applications will benefit 
from this possibility of separation on logical criteria. For instance, within a global solution for smart appliances, each 
user could use their appliances within a domain specific for him/her. Another example of a scenario enrichened by 
this feature could be smart vehicle infrastructures. In that case, critical services (safety communications…) could be 
isolated from other interactions like infotainment, as each will be within their specific domains. The components 
related to the architecture will pertain to a specific domain or operate across multiple ones. The following subsections 
describe the various building blocks and how they are related to the assets envisioned in the project.  
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3.1.1 Description  

3.1.1.1 DLT and Smart Contracts 

The objective of these components is to provide both single-domain and inter-domain domains with immutable 
and auditable support for advanced identity management, trusted data sharing and discovery. It does this by leveraging 
smart contract support so that entities are able to interact with DLTs both locally and inter-domain. Moreover, these 
components play a key role in the context of the ERATOSTHENES architecture. Specifically, the DLT component 
supports the secure storage, retrieval and exchange of data related to  

i) cyber-security information  
ii) trust-related data such as context parameters, device reputation and trust scores  
iii) identity-related data.  

In terms of cyber-security information, the DLT provides standardized interfaces and connectors for diverse IoT 
networks interoperability and information sharing that enable the secure operation and update of an IoT device. In 
this way, new cyberthreats and vulnerabilities will be propagated across different IoT networks and will inform the 
IoT devices about critical updates that will be needed. This will enable identification of devices registered in other 
domains, including their trust values as a source for evaluations. Additionally, this will be key for the strengthening of 
the security of the ERATOSTHENES ecosystem as a whole. Sharing Cyber-Threat Intelligence (CTI) data will enable 
ERATOSTHENES to have threat intelligence and security analytics platforms keeping up with new vulnerabilities and 
threats. 

In terms of trust-related data, the DLT will store trust scores coming from the Trust Manager and Broker, where 
advanced algorithms will compute the score of each IoT device based on internal access policies but also based on 
external metrics such as the trust score of the device in another IoT domain. Specifically, the DLT acts as an immutable 
record of trust related data and through smart contracts can facilitate the storage and retrieval of trust related data such 
as context parameters, device reputation and trust scores. Moreover, the DLT and its smart contracts can facilitate 
exchange of trust related data, auditing, accountability, as well as non-repudiation of actions. Consequently, the smart 
contracts also interact with the initial trust score computation mechanism by inserting initial trust scores into the DLT 
as well as device and context parameters. 

Regarding identity-data, the Decentralized Identity management scheme of ERATOSTHENES will follow an 
SSI approach and will use open-source, state-of-the-art tools for the privacy-preserving and secure handling of 
identities. In particular, the DLT stores data related to the identity management such us public cryptographic material, 
decentralized identifiers (DID) and verifiable credentials (VC) metadata of Eratosthenes’ Self Sovereign Identity 
scheme. The stored material will act as the decentralized source of truth for the entire ecosystem and will enable the 
interoperability of the IoT domains in terms of identity. 

The DLT will also serve as a verifiable catalog, where domain metadata (elements of the domain’s infrastructure, 
policies…) and the participating devices can be discovered. For the latter, descriptions of the device’s behavior in the 
domain (e.g., services offered), as well as associated access/usage policies will be published. Those will be later used 
for discovery by other devices and as a source to check interactions and do trustworthiness evaluations. 

Finally, the Backup & Recovery component is based on the blockchain infrastructure of the DLT component in 
order to recover an IoT device from an attack to the most genuine status possible, using the data stored in the ledger. 

 

3.1.1.2 Identity Management (IdM) 

The purpose of the identity management component (IdM) is to provide an identity management system for the 
domain with advanced privacy features. It enables the use of privacy-preserving credentials, disposable IDs and is also 
able to interact with the DLT publishing public cryptographic material in a way that is accessible and auditable at any 
time. Identification of devices participating in the ERATOSTHENES solution will be indispensable for its operation. 
A trustworthy environment will be achieved through the trust evaluations associated to specific identities. Additionally, 
the attribute-based identity management will enable the establishment of fine-grained access and usage policies that 
allow secure and trustworthy interactions within the domains. The interactions needed to prove that a device fulfils 
the policies will follow privacy principles like minimal disclosure thanks to the advanced cryptographic schemes 
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enabled by the IdM (e.g., privacy preserving Attribute-Based Credentials). To enable the interoperability and reach of 
the operations supported by this component, they will be based in standards like DIDs [1] and Verifiable Credentials 
[2]. 

3.1.1.3 Trust Manager and Broker TMB 

This module is responsible for performing calculations on the reputation and trust associated with an entity (users, 
devices, etc.). It has connectivity with the DLT through smart contracts and can update the trust values in the DLT as 
well as consulting the previous ones, so that whenever it is necessary to know them, this entity will oversee carrying 
out the appropriate checks and calculations. It is composed of three sub-modules: 

- Threat Modeling and Risk Assessment: This module represents a model-based analysis framework that creates, 
manage, and maintain a shadow threat model of the system at run time. This is an analysis model that allows 
calculating risk values on a per-device basis. This threat analysis framework will be used to calculate and recalculate 
risk and trust with regards to security and privacy threats. 

- MUD Manager: MUD Manager is a service located on the domain that is responsible for interpreting the MUD 
File of the devices. It receives the URL of the MUD File from the device and obtains it from the file servers. The 
obtained file contains the access requirements provided by a manufacturer and creates Access Control Lists (ACLs) 
that can be installed on the computers in the network to allow such access. 

- Monitoring and IDS: This module is responsible for constant monitoring of the infrastructure’s network to 
identify security threats and anomalous behaviour, raise alerts through the Trust Manager and Broker so that 
adequate controls or measures can be adopted. Monitoring and Intrusion detection is based on open-source 
solutions and is planned to be extended using Machine Learning techniques to identify anomalies or not normal 
behaviour, possible threats for the whole system, in an IoT-base restricted environment. The module is able to 
update the ML-based model taking into account edges' network detection data and an additional feature, designed 
by ERATOSTHENES, is the sharing of these models through the DLT: the usage of DLT functionalities in 
intrusion detection will ensure the sharing of ML benefits in potentially different domains.  

- CTI sharing agent: This module will enable cooperation of TMBs from different domains and potentially even 
other security entities (e.g., from manufacturers) to improve the overall security of the ERATOSTHENES 
landscape. The module will oversee the management of the sharing of Cyber-Threat Intelligence (CTI) events with 
the support of the DLT (and inter-DLT, as it will work inter-domain). Additionally, the component will perform 
the necessary anonymization processes so that the shared CTI events do not reveal sensitive information, applying 
techniques like k-anonymity or t-closeness. Apart from the publication of events, this module will also enable the 
other TMB components by retrieving events that can be used to update and improve the knowledge bases of the 
threat detection and modelling systems.   

3.1.1.4 Recovery and Self-adaptation Mechanisms 

The objective of this module is to provide the necessary mechanisms and systems to perform recovery operations. 
It is composed of different sub-modules that allow the recovery of identities, crypto-key material, software etc. so that 
in case of need it is possible to re-establish the normal functioning of the system. Aim is to provide recovery of IoT 
data, trust agent, and software. Successful IdM enrollment and verified credentials are prerequisite for recovery and 
automated software deployments. The framework will support system recovery based on multiple methods across all 
layers of the network, e.g., methods to recover device identity, methods to recover trust scores etc. The solution 
involves identical implementation of trust manager: a running implementation and a backup implementation. The two 
implementations will be synchronized for an efficient and effective recovery. Self-adaptation mechanisms and policies 
will react to context changes or failure events, and trigger the relevant recovery mechanisms, such as offloading, re-
organization, and role switching in order to coordinate and control the system recovery. 

3.1.1.5 Device Software Repositories 

Software repositories are entities that are shared across domains and generally refer to the device manufacturers 
themselves. They provide updates and software images to devices to keep them working properly, add new capabilities 
or even customized versions of software for specific domains. 
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3.1.1.6 Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) Authentication Servers 

Manufacturer’s authentication servers for Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) authentication approach. During 
manufacturing devices are given a PUF-based cryptographic fingerprint. The devices can prove their PUF authenticity 
against other entities through its manufacturer’s authentication servers. 

3.1.1.7 MUD File Server 

MUD File Servers are responsible for serving MUD Files and their signatures, which can be retrieved by MUD 
Manager when a device sends its MUD URL. MUD files will contain recommendations about behavior expected from 
devices and which network interactions should be allowed, as defined in the MUD standard. Additionally, 
ERATOSTHENES will employ extensions over the standard to improve the expressiveness and flexibility of MUD 
files and, in definitive, the functionality added by these components. 

3.1.1.8 PKI Certification service 

This component will be in charge of issuing certificates for the devices. It is based on a modular approach in 
order to ensure an evolutive compatibility of protocols. The component is composed of 3 main modules: 

- Protocol connectivity modules: those modules received requests from devices in a specific format (for 
example, ITS, EST, …), and format the request in a generic way. 

- The API module, which is in charge of processing the generic request. 

- The backend which will generate the certificate based on the generic inputs. Different backend will be in 
charge of generating the requested certificate format. 

 

Figure 3: PKI Certification Service diagram 

This component has 2 main interfaces: 

• Certificate requests: received request in a legacy standard format (e.g.: EST, ITS, …) 

• Identity & Authorization checking: check identity & authorization before issuing certificates 

3.1.1.9 Device and TEE 

It represents the device and is composed of different sub-modules that interact with the different parts of the 
architecture. 

- IdM Client:  It is responsible for supporting the flows for the collection and manipulation of identity data, 
including cryptographic operations like generation of zero-knowledge proofs. It will manipulate verifiable 
credentials and generate verifiable presentations for a given access policy following a Self-Sovereign Identity 
approach using standard mechanisms like Decentralized Identifiers (DID) [1] and Verifiable Credentials [2], both 
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published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Additionally, it will cooperate with the Data Protector 
module for the secure storage and retrieval of the necessary private cryptographic material. 

- Data Protector:  It supports other components (e.g., from the Backup and Recovery domain) or sub-components 
(e.g., IdM Client) with the features of handles the encryption of data that must be securely stored with employing 
device hardware security features (e.g., TEE). Moreover, it also provides features to support secure data exchange 
in terms of fine-grained, confidential information sharing. 

- Trust Agent:  It handles interactions with the Trust Manager and Broker for the calculation of trust and reputation 
during interactions. 

- PUF Client: It handles the interconnection / interaction with the PUF Auth Server and cooperates closely with 
the Data Protector in order to conceal / recover the keys needed for the correct usage of the Authentication 
Service. 

 

3.1.2 Assets Mapping  

In this section, the assets currently envisioned in the project are described and mapped to the components of the 
ERATOSTHENES architecture. 

Asset Name Asset Partner Asset Description 

CYMID PKI AIRBUS A software middleware layer that enables interoperability of various protocols. This solution 
aims at ensuring interoperability between legacy protocols, such as ETSI TS 102 941 and ETSI 
TS 103 097 with third party backend. The objective of this solution is to ensure compatibility of 
legacy devices with next generation backend. 

LINADE ATOS Lightweight IoT Network Traffic Anomaly Detection on Edge devices. With LINADE, we 
propose a light but effective platform that is able to run on low-power IoT devices, analysing 
the network traffic and detecting possible attacks that might be in action on the devices. 

IDS/IPS engine ENG An open-source based intrusion detection system that focus on the identification of anomalies 
in a restricted, IoT-based network environment 

PUF-based 
module for IoT 
trust networks 

EUL A physically unclonable function (PUF) is an innovative device that exploits inherent 
randomness introduced during the fabrication process to give a physical entity a unique ‘fingerprint’ 
or trust anchor. It can be used for IoT authentication, attribute-based authorisation, encryption keys 
provision, and blockchain applications 

DLT 
Infrastructure 

and Smart 
Contracts for the 

decentralized 
trust framework 

INLE Blockchain infrastructure and smart contracts to support the deployment of a decentralised 
Trust Framework on all the IoT devices of the network. This will include Trust Managers and a 
recovery system. The open source blockchain software will be based on the Hyperledger Fabric 
framework and will deploy a permissioned network where smart contracts will be employed to 
store, retrieve and share trust scores between the Trust Managers. In addition, the trust scores will 
enable the development of a recovery system that will be based on these values to reset the network 
in a stable state after an attack.  

Hybrid 
Consensus 
Algorithm 

INLE An open-source hybrid consensus mechanism built to support distributed IoT networks. It will 
be inspired by existing algorithms (e.g., PoW) but will be focused on performance, scalability and 
security.  

microVisor KUL Software-based and formally verified Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) for IETF Class-1 
devices that lack a hardware-based memory protection unit and associated security services for 
remote attestation. 

SPARTA: 
Security & 

Privacy 
Architecture 

through Risk-
driven Threat 
Assessment 

KUL SPARTA is the threat elicitation and risk calculation engine (algorithm, approach, tool suite) that 
will be used to perform automated threat assessment (threat catalogues can be configured) 
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DivEnact and 
GeneSIS  

SINTEF DivEnact and GeneSIS are automatic software deployment tools for IoT devices and device fleets. 
These assets will be extended and improved to support the trustworthiness of deployment and 
recovery of software components, identities, and trust management contexts of a group of IoT 
devices. 

Cryptographic 
protection of 
identity data 

store 

TUG Prototype of advanced data protection mechanisms for protecting data by using state of the art 
cryptographic schemes and employing available hardware security features (e.g., TEE).  

Identity 
Recovery 

Mechanism 

TUG Prototype of mechanisms for identity recovery after device or key-loss, particularly for devices 
whose data has been encrypted to protect the data’s confidentiality and/or the user’s privacy. 

pABC UMU Open-source privacy-preserving Attribute Based Credential (p-ABC) system, based on the 
OLYMPUS p-ABC system. It supports minimal disclosure of personal information through zero 
knowledge crypto proofs, allowing users to present those proofs (revelation of attributes, range 
predicates) against service providers. 

IoT Security 
certification  

UMU Framework to assess IoT cybersecurity, including, security assessment and labelling developed as 
part of ARMOUR project, and extended with CTI functionalities, monitoring and treatment 
with MUD files to cover lifecycle management. 

CTI Sharing UMU A privacy-preserving solution based on an open-source CTI sharing tool (MISP), provided with an 
anonymization service for sensitive data obfuscation, and interactions with DLT for auditability and 
discoverability. 

Trust Data 
Broker 

UPRC A Hyperledger fabric-based data broker engine that can act as a Trust data broker in the context of 
ERATOSTHENES. More specifically in the context of Trust Broker Mechanism, Hyperledger 
Fabric acts as an immutable record of trust related data and through smart contracts can facilitate 
the exchange of trust related data. Moreover, it can facilitate auditing and accountability as well as 
non-repudiation of activities. 

CSTSC - Cold 
Start Trust Score 

Calculation 
Algorithm for 

IoT 

UPRC An algorithm that considers the outcome of Remote Attestation for an IoT device's internal state 
and other parameters to compute the device's initial trust score.  

Federated ID 
management for 

IoT 

UPRC A FIDO UAF-based authentication with silent authenticator enabled functionality combined with 
a federated identity management architecture for device-centric attribute-based authentication 
(OIDC/OAUTH2).  In the context of the Identity Management component this authentication 
scheme will be combined with Hyperledger Fabric (or other Distributed Ledger Technologies). 
Hyperledger Fabric will store data related to Decentralized Identifiers and Verifiable Credentials of 
Eratosthenes' Self Sovereign Identity scheme. The resulting mechanism will be a hybrid approach 
that combines SSI with federated ID management for secure IoT enrolment. 

Context Identity ATOS Add a new factor of authentication to the end user (person or device) using the context information 
used for the communication with the Identity Provider and Service Provider 

Ledger uSelf 
Mobile app 

ATOS Mobile app devoted to allowing to the end user to use the Self-Sovereign Identity functionality from 
his/her mobile. 

Ledger uSelf 
Broker 

ATOS Middleware to simplify the adoption of an SSI solution for the Service Provides 

Table 2: Assets per partner and description 

The following table shows the initial relationships projected for ERATOSTHENES assets and the components 
that have been identified in the architecture 
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m 
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- 
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ic 
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n of 

identity 
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store 

Identity 
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Mechani

sm 

pABC 
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ion 
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Data 

Broker  

CSTSC 

Federate
d ID 

manage
ment for 

IoT 
 

Context 
Identity 

Ledger 
uSelf 

Mobile 
app 

Ledger 
uSelf 

Broker 

 
 

CTI 
Sharing 

Inter DLT     ✔ ✔        ✔      
 

✔ 

DLT     ✔ ✔   ✔     ✔      
 

✔ 

IdM ✔    ✔    ✔  
  ✔    ✔  ✔  ✔   ✔  

 

(TMB) 
Threat 

modelling 
and Risk 

Assessment 

 ✔   ✔   ✔      ✔ ✔     

 

(TMB) 
MUD 

Manager 

            ✔       

 

(TMB) 
Monitoring, 

IDS 

 ✔ ✔  ✔        ✔       

 

✔ 

(TMB) 
CTI Agent 

                   

 

✔ 

PDP            ✔        
 

PEP            ✔        
 

IdM Client ✔           ✔    ✔   ✔   ✔  

 

Trust Agent         ✔  
    ✔ ✔ ✔    

 

Data 
Protector 

        ✔ ✔ ✔         
 

PUF Client    ✔                
 

Device 
Software 

Repository 

        ✔  
   ✔       

 

PUF auth 
servers 

   ✔                
 

MUD File 
Servers 

            ✔       
 

PKI 
Certification 

Services 
✔               ✔    

 

Recovery 
and Self-

adapt. 
Mechanism 

        ✔  ✔ ✔       ✔  ✔  

 

Device ✔ ✔     ✔  ✔  
   ✔ ✔  ✔     

 

 Table 3: Assets and Components mapping 
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3.2 ERATOSTHENES functionality  

ERATOSTHENES architecture supports numerous functionalities that are executed in different scenarios or 
stages of application. In this section, we describe the flows associated to the main identified scenarios. Of course, 
because of the early stage of the project, they are all subject to changes throughout the project’s lifetime.  

The diagrams are numbered so each step/arrow has a unique number for referencing them. Unidirectional arrows 
represent a request or transference of data between a “client” and a “target” entity. In some cases, bidirectional arrows 
are used in a diagram, representing a slightly more complex interaction that has been summarized for simpleness or 
will be expanded upon in the future. 

3.2.1 Bootstrapping and device enrolment 

In this section we cover the enrolment of a device in a domain, including a complete bootstrapping process from 
the final steps of manufacturing. 

 

Figure 4. Bootstrapping and enrolment process (Annex A.1 for larger version) 

Flow description:  

• Device PUF Enrolment Phase 
In this phase, the configuration of the device is produced in the factory. The initial configuration of the PUF 
(enrolment) is performed, the address of the MUD Fileserver and the device certificate (MUD lifecycle) are 
downloaded/configured on the device, as well as the specific PKI certificates for that device that will be used 
later for enrolment and authentication processes. The Manufacturer gives the device a unique concealed Serial 
Number which differs from the product/production number and the unique hardware id of the processor 
inside it. 

1. [PUF Client <-> PUF AuthN Servers] PUF enrolment (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber)  
2. [PUF Client -> Data Protector] Store PUF data (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber) 
3. [Device Logic <- MUD Fileserver] MUD URL configuration  
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4. [Device Logic <- CERTSERVICE] Device certification  
5. [TEE: IdM Client <-> PKI Authority] PKI certificates installation  
6. [PKI Authority -> TEE: IdM Client] PKI certificates response  

• Owner setup Phase 
In this phase, the device is already in the possession of the owner/user and must be configured for the specific 
domain in which it will be used. Domain discovery is performed, the public DID is registered in the multi 
domain DLT, and domain-specific metadata relating to the different services (IdM, TMB, PDP, Software 
Repository, etc.) are obtained. 

7. [Device Logic -> Inter-DLT] Domain discovery Request.  
8. [Device Logic <- Inter-DLT] Domain DLT Endpoint (Answer to 6).  
9. [IdM Client -> Inter-DLT] Device DID register.  
10. [Inter-DLT-->IdM Client] OK (Answer to 8).  
11. [Device Logic -> SC/DLT] Get local domain metadata.  
12. [Device Logic <-SC/DLT] Device Logic: IdM, PDP, Trust Manager, Soft. Repository, domain 

metadata… (Answer to 10).  

• Software Update Phase  
Before the device can access domain services, it may be necessary install new software, or update/upgrade 
existing one to start participating in that domain. This information would be obtained in step 12 through the 
metadata downloaded from the DLT. 

13. [Device Logic -> Software Repository] Get software image for domain.  
14. [Software Repository-->Device Logic] SW Image for domain (Answer to 12).  
15. [Device Logic <--> Certification Service] Device recertification (Optional).  

• Device Enrolment Phase 
During this phase the device is ready to enrol to the domain. It must first carry out an authentication process 
using its PUF and then start enrolment in the specific domain. This enrolment takes advantage of the 
authentication material obtained from the previous step and includes identity proofs (verifiable credentials, 
DID ownership claims, PKI certificates…) and owner information. With this information, the domain is able 
to check information like trust and reputation values through the DLT deployed in the domain and the multi-
domain DLT. If there is any prior information about the device, it can be used for the enrolment process and 
the initial trust computations. 

16. [PUF Client -> Data Protector] Retrieve PUF data (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber) from secure 
storage.  

17. [Data Protector -> PUF Client] PUF data (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber) response (Answer to 
16). 

18. [PUF Client -> PUF AuthN Servers] Authenticate (PUF).  
19. [PUF AuthN Servers --> PUF Client] PUF-Auth-Token (Answer to 15).  
20. [PUF AuthN Servers --> IdM] PUF-Auth-Token.  
21. [IdM Client -> IdM] Device Enrolment (PUF-Auth-Token, IdentityProofs, owner).  
22. [IdM->IdM] Check (owner) Internal owner authentication/verification. 
23. [IdM -> Trust Manager & Broker] Check trust (IdentityProofs).  
24. [SC/DLT -> Inter-DLT] Check trust (Device DID).  
25. [Inter-DLT -> SC/DLT] Trust information for device DID (Answer to 21).  
26. [SC/DLT-> Trust Manager & Broker] Trust information (Answer to 20).  
27. [Trust Manager & Broker -> IdM] Trust information (Answer to 19).  
28. [IdM -> MPUF] Validate (PUF, AuthnToken) IdM validates the PUF and the Auth token with PUFAuthn 

servers.  
29. [MPUF -> IdM] Validation response (Answer to 25).  
30. [IdM -> IdM] NewDevice (DeviceData). If the validation is correct, a new device is “added” to 

the IdM. 
31. [IdM -> TEE-IdM-Client] Enrolment response (Answer to 18).  
32. [TEE-IdM-Client -> Trust Agent] NewDevice (DeviceData). IdM Client pass the new device data to 

the TEE-Trust-Agent to keep going with the enrolment.  
33. [Trust Agent -> TMB] NewDevice (DeviceData, DeclaredBehaviour, MUDUrl). A new device is being 

enrolled through the TMB with the device data, device behaviour and MUD URLs.  
34. [TMB -> MUD Fileserver] RetrieveMUDFile (MUDUrl, device). 
35. [MUD Fileserver -> TMB] MUD file (Answer to 31)  
36. [TMB -> PDP] MUDEnforcement (MUD file).  
37. [TMB -> TMB] DeviceTrust = Compute (NewDevice (deviceData, declaredBehaviour)). The TMB starts 

the trust calculation assigned to the new device based on the device data and the declared 
behaviour . 

38. [TMB -> SC/DLT] Store (DeviceTrust, DeclaredBehaviour).  
39. [SC/DLT-> TMB] Store Result (Answer to 35). The TMB stores in the domain DLT the calculated 

trust linked to the declared behaviour. 
40. [TMB -> Trust Agent] Enrolment Result (TrustAgentData) (Answer to 17). Finally, the TMB 

communicates the enrolment result to TEE-TrustAgent. 
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• Service Usage 

At this point the device is updated, enrolled and ready to operate in the domain. 

3.2.2 User Registration 

Below is the process in which a user registers on the platform. 

 

Figure 5. User registration flow. 

Users will have associated devices as owners. This relationship establishes that a device belongs to a user registered 
on the platform. This process could be integrated in the previous Bootstrapping process during the owner setup input 
part or separately as described below. In both cases the flow for the device registration and the owner remains 
unchanged. 

The first step is the registration of a user. This process involves the creation of a user account and an initial 
assignment of trust and associated reputation by TMB. The user can provide Identity proofs for identity data 
(attributes, …) to complete his/her profile. Once the user has created his/her account, he/she has a Verifiable 
Credential (VC) with his/her identity data from which he/she can derive Verifiable Presentations (VP) to proof identity 
statements. With this, the user can manage his/her devices and interact with the infrastructure by applying SSI concepts 
and technologies.  

The registration of a new device involves associating the user account with a serial number (or any other similar 
element), verifying that it has not been previously registered or associated with another user. The process culminates 
with the association of the pair (user, device) and with the obtention of an updated VC with his/her new list of 
associated devices.  

• User registration: 
1. [IdM Client (TEE) -> IdM] RegistrationRequest(username, password, IdentityProof, ...)  
2. [IdM->IdM] Internal verification (username, password, IdentityProofing) 
3. [IdM->TMB] UserRegistration(userData)  
4. [TMB->SC/DLT] NewUser(userData, trust)  
5. [DLT-->TMB] Trust info (Answer to 4)  
6. [TMB-->IdM] Trust info (Answer to 3)  
7. [IdM-->IdM Client] UserRegistrationResult (VCredential, ...)(Answer to 1)  
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• User device pairing: 
8. [IdM Client->IdM] NewDeviceRegistration (username, DeviceSerialNumber)  
9. [IdM-> IdM Client] AuthenticationRequest (username)  
10. [IdM Client -->IdM] VPresentation (Answer to 6)  
11. [IdM->IdM] Check (DeviceSerialNumber)  
12. [IdM->IdM] UpdateUserAccount (username, DeviceSerialNumber)  
13. [IdM--> IdM Client] VCredential (Answer to 7);  

VCredential updated with the list of associated devices 

 

3.2.3 Device enrolment in another domain 

This flow represents the enrolment of a device in the domain B. The device had previously been enrolled in 
domain A, so the enrolment process makes use of the Inter-DLT platform (Multi-Domain DLT) to share and verify 
data about the device from one domain to the other. In addition, the device presents during the enrolment a Verifiable 
Presentation (VP) generated from a Verifiable Credential (VC) obtained from Domain A. Thanks to the 
interoperability of the scenario, Domain B can verify the VP and continue the enrolment process in a transparent 
manner. 

 

Figure 6. Device enrolment in another domain flow (Annex A.2 for larger version) 

Flow description:  

• Owner setup Phase 
In this phase, the device is already in the possession of the owner/user and is already enrolled in Domain A. 
Now the device is going to be enrolled in Domain B. A new Domain discovery is performed to gather the 
specific domain metadata (IdM, TMB, PDP, Software Repository, etc.), the DID is already registered in the 
Inter-DLT so no further operations is needed. 

1. [Device Logic -> Inter DLT] Domain discovery Request.  
2. [Device Logic <- Inter DLT] Domain DLT Endpoint (Answer to 1).  
3. [Device Logic -> Domain B - DLT] Get local domain metadata.  
4. [Device Logic <- Domain B - DLT] IdM, PDP, Trust Manager, Soft. Repository, domain metadata... 

(Answer to 3).  

• Software Update Phase  
Before the device can access domain services, it may be necessary to update the device software or install new 
software specific to that domain, so it is able to participate in the domain. This information would be obtained 
in steps 3-4 through the metadata downloaded from the Inter-DLT). 

5. [Device Logic -> Software Repository] Get software image for domain.  
6. [Software Repository -> Device Logic] SW installers (Answer to 3).  
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7. [Device Logic <--> Certification Service] Device recertification (Optional).  

• Device Enrolment in Domain B Phase 
During this phase the device is ready to enrol to the new domain B. It must first carry out an authentication 
process using its PUF and then start enrolment in the specific domain. This enrolment takes advantage of the 
authentication material obtained from the previous step and identity proofs (verifiable credentials, DID 
ownership claims, PKI certificates…), including proofs from Domain A’s IdM, and owner information. With 
this information, the domain is able to check the trust through the DLT deployed in the domain and the Inter-
DLT, so that if there is any prior information about the device it is known. 

8. [PUF Client -> Data Protector] Retrieve PUF data (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber) from secure 
storage.  

9. [Data Protector -> PUF Client] PUF data (PUFSerialNumber, HWSerialNumber) response (Answer to 
16). 

10. [PUF Client -> PUF AuthN Servers] Authenticate (PUF).  
11. [PUF AuthN Servers -> TEE: PUF Client] PUF-Auth-Token (Answer to 8).  
12. [TEE: PUF Client -> TEE: IdM Client] PUF-Auth-Token.  
13. [IdM Client -> IdM] Device Enrolment (PUF-Auth-Token, IdentityProofs, VPresentation_Domain-A, 

owner) VPresentation is generated in base a Verifiable Credential (VC) obtained from Domain A.  
14. [IdM->Trust Manager & Broker] Check trust (IdentityProofs, VPresentation_Domain-A, owner).  
15. [Trust Manager & Broker -> Domain B - DLT] Check trust (IdentityProofs, VPresentation_Domain-A, 

owner).  
16. [SC/DLT-> Inter-DLT] Check trust (Device DID).  
17. [Inter-DLT -> DLT] Trust information from Domain A associated to device DID (Answer to 14).  
18. [DLT -> Trust Manager & Broker] Trust information (Answer to 13).  
19. [Trust Manager & Broker -> IdM] Trust information (Answer to 12).  
20. [IdM -> MPUF] Validate (PUF, AuthnToken) IdM validates the PUF and the Auth token with PUFAuthn 

servers.  
21. [PUF AuthN Servers -> IdM] Validation Response (Ok) The IdM’s used in each domain can validate 

between them the PUF validation (Inter-IdM connection). 
22. [IdM -> IdM] NewDevice (DeviceData) If the validation is correct, a new device is “added” to the 

IdM. 
23. [IdM -> TEE-IdM-Client] Enrolment response (Answer to 11).  
24. [TEE-IdM-Client -> Trust Agent] NewDevice (DeviceData) IdM Client pass the new device data to 

the TEE-Trust-Agent for keep going with the registration.  
25. [Trust Agent -> TMB] NewDevice (DeviceData, DeclaredBehaviour, MUDUrl) A new device is being 

registered through the TMB with the device data, device behaviour and MUD URLs. 
26. [TMB -> MUD Fileserver] RetrieveMUDFile (MUDUrl, device). 
27. [MUD Fileserver -> TMB] MUD file (Answer to 24). 
28. [TMB -> PDP] MUDEnforcement (MUD file). 
29. [PDP -> PEP] RuleEnforcement (newRules).  
30. [TMB -> TMB] DeviceTrust = Compute (NewDevice(deviceData, declaredBehaviour)) The TMB starts the 

trust calculation assigned to the new device based on the device data and the declared 
behaviour. 

31. [TMB -> Domain B - DLT] Store (DeviceTrust, DeclaredBehaviour)  
32. [Domain B - DLT -> TMB] Store Response (Answer to 29) The TMB stores in the domain DLT the 

calculated trust linked to the declared behaviour. 
33. [TMB -> Trust Agent] Enrolment Result (TrustAgentData) (Answer to 23) Finally, the TMB 

communicates the enrolment result to TEE-TrustAgent. 

• Service Usage 

At this point the device is updated, enrolled and ready to operate in the domain. 

 

3.2.4 Usage Functionality 

In the following diagram, we depict a generic usage flow, where a device accesses a service offered within the 
domain (e.g., another device offering data).  
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Figure 7. Flow of generic service usage within domain. 

In this flow, the device discovers the policies (e.g., with respect to identity attributes or trust information) and 
behaviour (e.g., what is offered by the service) definition of the target service through interacting with the DLT. It will 
also check the trustworthiness of the target service before deciding to interact with them.  Then, it will generate the 
necessary materials (i.e., identity data, within Verifiable Presentation) for proving the fulfilment of the policy, which 
will be checked by the PDP. In this step, the trust level on the requesting device is also checked. If everything is correct, 
the device will be granted access/will be authorized and can start a request (checked by PEP) and eventually the usage 
of the service. 

1. [DL -> DLT] Get Policy/Behavior of target 
2. [DLT -> DL] Policy/Behaviour; (Answer to 1) 
3. [TA -> TMB] Trust check (target) 
4. [TMB -> DLT] Trust check (target) 
5. [DLT -> TMB] Target trust level; (Answer to 4) 
6. [TMB->TA] Target trust level; (Answer to 3) 
7. [DL->IDMC] Generate VPresentation; Device logic connects with IdM client components in charge of that 

functionality 
8. [IDMC --> DL] VPresentation; (Answer to 7) 
9. [DL -> PDP] Access Request (VPresentation, target, ...) 
10. [PDP<-> TMB] Trust Check (AccessRequest) 
11. [PDP->DL] Authorization token (or DENIED); (Answer to 9) Denied requests may affect trust metrics for 

devices (reducing trust) 
12. [DL -> PEP] Request (AuthorizationToken)  
13. [DL <-> Service] Usage 

 

3.2.5 Threat Assessment 

In addition to regular access control mechanisms, the Trust Manager and Broker (TMB) is consulted by the PDP 
to incorporate risk-based analysis results for a specific device in its access control decisions. If the trust ranking of the 
device has dropped below a specific threshold, the request will be denied. 

Conversely, as the arriving request is part of the device behaviour, the corresponding threat model may be 
updated, and if the request is considered suspicious or problematic, the trust score of the device may be reduced. 
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Figure 8. Threat assessment 

Flow Description.  

1. [Device Logic -> PDP] Any access request (deviceId, action) will be evaluated by the Policy Decision Point 
(PDP).  

2. [PDP -> TMB] Next to other policy evaluation activities, the PDP will request the associated trust score 
to the device. This trust score will play its affect the eventual access control decision 

3. [TMB -> Threat Model] The threat model maintained in parallel to the system is then consulted. The threat 
modelling framework evaluates the security and privacy risk (likelihood - impact) of a number of common 
security and privacy threats and take into account the specific access request in the context of the 
device behaviour. 

4. [Threat Model -> TMB] Risk evaluation result. Answer to 3. 
5. [TMB -> PDP] Trust information. Answer to 2. The evaluation of access policies will take into account the 

regular policy rules but also include a check on the trust level of the device. An access policy rule can 
then set its own constraint in terms of required level of trust in the device.  

3.2.6 Recovery 

In this section we discuss the backup and recovery of data stored on IoT devices. We focus on identity data in 
the form of key material and credentials. Besides, it is also possible to use the system to backup any generic type of 
data. In addition, recovery also includes recovery of software on IoT devices. 

Since the method used to do so uses a management device to store key data and handle configuration/recovery, 
we also discuss the backup of the data stored on the management device.  

In Figures 9 and 10 we depict the backup and recovery of the IoT device itself: 
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Figure 9. Flow of IoT device backup. 

Flow Description for Error! Reference source not found.: 

We divide the figure in two phases: The enrolment phase, which is performed only once at the point in time when 
the device is newly set-up, and the usage phase, which is continuously performed while the device is in operation. The 
enrolment phase in Figure 4 shows the enrolment of a new device, while Figure 11 below demonstrates how to enrol 
a device based on the data of an old device, for example in case of loss/damage of the old device).  

1. [Management App <-> Backup Server] Configure & Register Backup Server; Setup of the Management Device 
(performed once per management device) with the Backup Server. For example, creation of an account and 
retrieval of tokens for devices. The details of this step depend on the backup server system used. 

2. [Management App <-> TEE: Data Protector] Register Device, configure Backup; Registration of the new device 
with the management device. In this step the user pairs the new device with their management device and 
initiates a key exchange. The details of this step depend on the use case. One way to achieve this is via 
an QR code printed on the device. As a result of this step, the device is in possession of the public key 
of the management device and aware of a token to authenticate with the backup server. 

3. [IdM Client <-> Identity Management] IdM Enrolment & Retrieve VCredential; Generating of device keys, 
enrolment of the new device with the IdM system and retrieval of first credentials. 

4. [IdM Client -> Data Protector] Store IdM Key. The IdM client in the TEE initiates a backup of the freshly 
generated IdM key. 

5. [Data Protector (Internal)] Enc(IdM Key) := Encrypt(IdM Key); The Data Protector uses the public key of 
the management device (retrieved in step 4-6) to encrypt the data it needs to protect. 

6. [Data Protector -> Backup Server] Backup (Enc(IdM Key)); The protected (encrypted) data is sent to the 
backup server. Communication with the backup server is established using the access token retrieved in 
step 2. 

7. [IdM Client -> Data Protector] Store (VCredential). The IdM client in the TEE initiates a backup of the 
VCredential, in the same way that it was done with the IdM Key. 

8. [Data Protector (Internal)] Enc(VCredential) := Encrypt(VCredential); The Data Protector uses the public 
key of the management device (retrieved in step 3) to encrypt the data it needs to protect. 

9. [Data Protector -> Backup Server] Backup (Enc(VCredential)); The protected (encrypted) data is sent to 
the backup server. Communication with the backup server is established using the access token retrieved 
in step º2. 

 

• Service Usage 
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During operation of the device, new data (e.g., credentials) are retrieved from the IdM or other systems. 
Depending on the device’s configuration (from step 2) this data is protected and backed up in the same way (see step 
4)  

10. [IdM Client <-> Identity Management] Retrieve VCredential’ 
11. [IdM Client -> Data Protector] Store (Vcredential’) 
12. [Data Protector (Internal)] Enc(VCredential’) := Encryption (VCredential’) 
13. [Data Protector -> Backup Server] Backup(Enc(VCredential’)) 

 

If the device gets lost, the data stored on the backup server can be used to replace it: 

 

Figure 10. Flow of IoT device recovery. 

Flow description for Figure 10: 

1. [Management App <-> TEE: Data Protector]. Register(New Device); The new device is registered in the same 
way as the old device (step 2 in previous flow). Doing so, it exchanges key material with the management 
devices and retrieves an access token for the backup server. In this step the management device learns 
the device key of the new device.  

2. [Management App -> Backup Server] Enable access(New Device); Before recovery of the old device’s data onto 
the new device is possible, the data stored on the backup server needs to be made available for the new 
device. This is triggered by the user using their management app. The details of this process and the re-
encryption process in step 3 depend on the concrete re-encryption implementation used. 

3. [Backup Server -> Backup Server]  
4. Re-Encrypt Data for new Device; Re-encryption of identity data for new device’s key so it can be used. The 

details of the re-encryption process depend on the concrete re-encryption implementation used (for example 
proxy-re-encryption or simple decrypt-encrypt using the management device’s key).  

5. [Management App -> TEE: Data Protector] Initialize recovery; The user initializes the recovery process 
for the new device. This step replaces the generating of key material and enrolment in the IdM (step 3 in 
previous flow).  

6. [Backup Server -> TEE: Data Protector] Retrieve Data (Old Device); The new device uses the backup server 
access token to authenticate with the backup server and retrieves the identity data prepared. 

7. [TEE: Data Protector -> TEE: Data Protector] Decrypt(Enc(Old Device Data)) ;The new device uses their 
device key to decrypt the retrieved data.  

8. [TEE: Data Protector -> TEE: IdM Client] Setup(IdM Keys, VCredential);  Decrypted data like IdM keys and 
credentials are loaded into the IdM client on the device.  

9. [TEE: IdM Client -> Identity Management] Get fresh VCredential; In case some credentials need to be 
refreshed or adapted after the device was replaced, the new device can use their IdM keys/material to 
retrieve new credentials from the IdM.  

 

To demonstrate what happens if the management device gets lost or damaged, we depict the generic high-level 
process for backup and recovery of the data stored on the management device in the following diagram. The detailed 
design and functionality depend on the architecture of the specific use case. 
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Figure 11. Generic flow of management-device backup and recovery. 

Flow description for Figure 11: 

1. [Management App -> Management App] Generate (Mgmt Device Keys); During initialization, the management 
device generates the key material needed for operation.  

2. [Management App -> Offline Backup Storage] Store (Mgmt Device Keys); To enable recovery of the key material 
after a device damage or loss, the management-device’s key material is stored in the user’s domain. The 
detailed process depends on the use case architecture. A simple implementation of this step is to encode 
the key material in a QR code and print it. It is also possible to split the key material in multiple 
shares to increase storage security.  

3. [Management App <-> Backup Server] Configure & Register Backup Server; In addition to the enrolment process 
described for IoT devices (step 1 in the flow above), the management device can use the backup server to 
backup other data of the management device itself (like configuration). 

• Registering other IoT devices using the management device during usage phase (as with previous 
flows):  

4. [Management App <-> TEE: Data Protector] Register(device); During usage of the system, IoT devices are 
registered with the management device (see flows above).  

5. [Management App -> Management App] Adapt Mgmt device configuration; As a result of this registration, the 
configuration of the management device might change (for example to support management/discovery of 
devices).  

6. [Management App -> Management App] Encrypt(configuration); Configuration of the management device is 
continuously encrypted (with the management device key) 

7. [Management App -> Backup Server] Backup (Enc(configuration)); Encrypted configuration is stored on the 
backup server. 

• Recovery Phase:  

Recovery using a new management device. After loss or destruction of a management device, the user might 
decide to configure a new management device to replace the old one. 

8. [Offline Backup Storage -> Management App] Load (Mgmt Device Keys); Users first load the stored management 
device key material (for example by scanning the printed QR code). 

9. [Management App <-> Backup Server] Configure & Register Backup Server; Depending on the use case, the 
recovered management device key is used to re-authenticate with the backup server, or a new authentication 
token is configured. 

10. [Management App -> Backup Server] Retrieve (Enc(configuration)); The new management device authenticates 
with the backup server and retrieves its configurations.  
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11. [Backup Server -> Management App] Enc(configuration); Answer to 10   
12. [Management App -> Management App] Decrypt((Enc(configuration))); Management device decrypts retrieved 

configurations.  
13. [Management App -> Management App] Apply(configuration); Management device applies configurations and is 

able to manage all devices again. 

 

Below is the process of automated recovery. 

 

Figure 12. Automated deployment and recovery of Trust Agents 

Successful IdM enrollment and verified credentials are prerequisite for both, recovery, and automated software 
deployments. The deployment component gets the status of installed software list using smart contract and DLT and 
determines necessary updates. Relevant updates are fetched from the software repository. Once the trust broker has 
validated the images of software artefacts to be installed, the updates can be pushed to the IoT device.  

The recovery component performs IoT identity recovery and identifies associated person and/or objects. Then 
IdM is enrolled, and credentials are verified. In the next step, the trust agent is recovered through (re-)enrollment of 
the agent identity using PUFs and recovery of trust management context and data using DLT. Recovery component 
examines the list of software/applications at the deployment component. Then the deployment component determines 
software/applications to be recovered by using smart contract and DLT. Relevant software artefacts are fetched from 
the repository and updates can be pushed to the IoT device. 

Flow description for Figure 12: 

Software registration in domain: Software repositories store new software versions and metadata (e.g., intended 
devices…) 
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• Software Registry Update:  

All the new releases of software will be delivered to the software repository, which is the place from which devices 
can obtain all version of all the software artefacts.  

1. [SWR->TM] newVersionOfSoftwareUpdated() 
2. [TMB->DLT] softwareRegistry() 
3. [DLT->TMB] ok; (Answer to 2) 
4. [TMB->SWR] ok; (Answer to 1) 

• Software Update Deployment:  

Metadata stored in DLT allows devices to learn about necessary software and obtain them from software 
repository. 

5. [DL->DLT] getSoftwareMetadata(device); Previously, the device is enrolled in the domain 
6. [DLT->DL] softwareMetadata; (Answer to 5) 
7. [DL->SWR] getSoftwareImage(softwareMetada); Using the software metadata information obtained from the DLT 
8. [SWR->DL] SW Image for domain; (Answer to 7) 
9. [DL->TMB] validateSoftwareArtifact(); Software verification request to the TMB 
10. [TMB->DL] validationReponse; (Answer to 9) 
11. [DL<->CS] Device recertification; Optional device recertification process. It can be required after changes 

in the device. 

• Device Recovery: 

 After recovery of identity, device must recover elements related to trust (trust agent, context…) and re-obtain 
necessary software.  

12. [DL<->BS] Identity Recovery Process; When a device is recovered, the first task is to re-obtain the 
identity, using the process in Figure 10. 

13. [DL->TA] redeploy Trust Agent() 
14. [TA->TMB] trustRecovery() 
15. [TMB<->DLT] DLT-aided trust recovery 
16. [TMB->TA] TrustRecoveryResult; (Answer to 14) 
17. [TA->BS] requestTrustContext() 
18. [BS->TA] Backed up trust context; (Answer to 17) The agent uses the backup server to recover any trust-

related context that was backed up before the recovery. 
19. [DL->DL] softwareRecovery() 
20. [DL->DLT] getSoftwareMetadata(); The deployment function checks the software components needed on the 

device 
21. [DLT->DL] softwareMetadata; (Answer to 20)  
22. [DL->SWR] getSoftwareImage(softwareMetada) 
23. [SWR->DL] SW Image for domain; (Answer to 22) 
24. [DL->TMB] validateSoftwareArtifact(); 
25. [TMB->DL] validationReponse; (Answer to 24) 
26. [DL<->CS] Device recertification; Optional step 

 

3.2.7 Cyber Threat Intelligence Sharing 

The ERATOSTHENES approach will support a comprehensive, resource-efficient, and flexible security analysis 
of threats based on cyber intelligence sharing across the different domains. The objective is to maintain an update 
status about vulnerabilities and threats that appears through the architecture elements including the lifecycle 
management and the trust governance layer. To this end, CTI reports will be generated by monitoring entities and 
shared through the domains with the support of the inter-DLT infrastructure. 

The exchange of security and threat information between the various stakeholders will be implemented through 
CTI integration into DLT and inter-DLT platforms. This approach should provide the necessary confidentiality and 
flexibility for the tracking and exchange of CTI information while being NIS compliant. To do so, new flexible 
encryption approaches such as CP-ABE (or CP-ABPRE), or privacy-enhancing techniques such as k-anonymity or t-
closeness, will be introduced to provide a confidential and selective exchange of security information and software 
updates.  
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Figure 13. CTI sharing 

As shown in Figure 13, CTI information sharing consists of two phases. (1) Threat detection phase or a change 
of trust and (2) Information sharing phase. During phase (1), the TMB detects the threat or change of trust and notifies 
its domain DLT platform through specific smart contracts (SC) and this threat information is propagated from the 
domain DLT to the inter-DLT platform (Steps 1 to 5).  

• Domain A - Threat detection from TMB monitoring 

1. [IDS (Domain A) → IDS (Domain A)] ThreatDetection ()  
2. [TMB: IDS (Domain A) → TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A)] ThreatNotification (threat)  
3. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A) → TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A)] ThreatAnonymisation (threat)  
4. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A) → Smart Contract/DLT (Domain A)] ThreatPublication (threatInfo)  
5. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A) → Inter DLT (Multidomain)] ThreatPublication (threatInfo)  

During phase (2), threat information must reach other domains that are part of the ERATOSTHENES 
framework. To this end, access mechanisms to this information are established through specific smart contracts for 
the inter-DLT platform or through proactive mechanisms that will automatically launch alert notifications to the 
different registered CTI services (steps 6 to 9). Once the information list of new threats is updated, the CTI Agent is 
able to recover extended threat information and propagate them to other TMB components such as IDS/Monitoring 
and Trust Modeling and Risk Assessment (steps 10 to 12). 

• Domain B - Threat list update from CTI Sharing platform 

6. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain B) → SC/DLT (DomainB)] ThreatListUpdate ()  
7. [SC/DLT (Domain B) → InterDLT (Multidomain)] ThreatListUpdate ()  
8. [InterDLT (Multidomain) → SC/DLT (Domain B)] ThreatList ((threatInfo, publishingAgent), …)   
9. [SC/DLT (Domain B) → TMB:CTIAgent (Domain B)] ThreatList ((threatInfo, publishingAgent), …) (Response to 
8)  
10. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain B) → TMB:CTIAgent (Domain A)] ThreatRequest (threatInfo, …) = threatResponse  
11. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain B) → TMB:IDS (Domain B)] UpdateThreatDataBase()  
12. [TMB:CTIAgent (Domain B) → TMB:TrustModeling&RiskAssessment (Domain B)] UpdateThreatModel()  

 

3.3 Security and Privacy Considerations 

Document D1.2 contains an analysis of the requirements identified in ERATOSTHENES, including those related 
to security and privacy. The proposed architecture should address these requirements, which should serve as a guide 
for the achievement of the established objectives. This section discusses the identified requirements and how the 
proposed architecture and components will address them. 

• Protection of the TMB from Trust Management (TM) Related Attacks: The TMB evaluates threats and calculates trust 
values based on devices or elements behaviour. Thanks to the introduction of the calculated trust values and 
the rationale for trust modifications in the DLT, the architecture prevents unwanted modifications that aim 
to poison the relations between components and participants. In addition, the use of Smart-Contracts to 
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introduce these values in the DLT ensures that the introduction always follows an auditable and traceable 
approach. Thus, trust data can be audited and contrasted to detect potential threats or discrepancies between 
the services provisions and the services evaluations.  

• Design smart contracts in a manner that will prevent their exploitation from malicious parties: To mitigate this issue, smart 
contracts will be designed with security and privacy in mind from the beginning by following a secure software 
development life cycle framework. 

• Resilience of the DLT to consensus manipulation and unauthorized transaction alteration: Deploy a relatively large number 
of transaction validation nodes that will render a consensus manipulation attack impractical. 

• Personally identifiable information is protected when being processed regarding GDPR requirements: The identification 
mechanisms will follow the GDPR privacy requirements like data minimization. Additionally, components 
that manage identity information will conform to GDPR regulations, providing data management 
functionality like erasure of personal data (i.e., right to be forgotten). 

• Protection of vehicle data (e.g., data from cameras or location sensor within vehicle). The solution includes a data protector 
module that can use cryptographic encryption schemes to avoid attacks against sensitive data. 

• The infrastructure is monitored, and network traffic is analysed to detect intrusions. The architecture contemplates an 
intrusion detection system submodule to detect and protect against network attacks. The work of this module 
is enhanced by the CTI sharing capabilities of the ERATOSTHENES solution (supported by DLTs). 

• Protection against replay attacks in identification processes. The protocols and technologies considered in the 
architecture and its components (PUF authentication, Attribute-Based Credentials) will provide the necessary 
mechanisms to avoid impersonation through replay attacks. 

• Secure communication channels for network interactions: While not a direct effect of the architectural design, 
this is supported by the proposal. Concretely, its instantiation will avoid man-in-the-middle, sniffing… attacks 
during communication using secure communication techniques (e.g., encrypted channels through SSL). 

• Avoid forgery of identity assertions. The architecture and components consider identity management modules for 
SSI based on advanced cryptographic techniques (e.g., Attribute-Based Credentials) and supported by 
verifiable data registries (DLTs) to ensure that identity assertions are possible and unforgeable.  

• Avoid single points of failure in infrastructure components. The components of the infrastructure, and especially for 
critical roles, will be distributed to avoid single points of failure. Also, the ERATOSTHENES solution 
provides extensive functionality for recovery, including recovery of identity and data when devices are lost, 
which lessens the consequences of failures of components and devices.  

• Ensure integrity and authenticity of software/firmware updates. The ERATOSTHENES architecture considers 
software repositories as a specific component with security guarantees and identification mechanisms. 
Additionally, cryptographic techniques will be applied to ensure the integrity of software packages. 

• Compliance with regulations like GDPR and ISO 277011. The architecture and components implementation (and 
specifically the components related to identity management) will provide the necessary mechanisms 
(cryptographically enabled minimal disclosure, data management actions, data protection by design, data 
protection by default…) to allow instantiations like specific pilots to comply with privacy regulations. 

• The infrastructure is monitored, and network traffic is analysed to detect intrusions, reports must not reveal personal sensitive data 
to untrusted parties. Design Detection System/systems in a way that privacy-sensitive data, as input, built-in or 
generated, are properly handled. For the related components, particularly the IDS, privacy techniques such as 
hash functions, pseudonyms, or homomorphic encryption will be considered to ensure that the analysed and 
shared data does not contain private data in a “clear way”. 

• Smart Contracts should be designed in a deterministic fashion, always producing the same output when 
executed with a given input. They should always depend on internal variables to the system, they should avoid 
randomness and they should avoid input from external sources or sources that vary over time. 

• The DLT component should prevent Sybil attacks, where an adversary attempts to manipulate the network 
creating multiple fake identities. This should be addressed by employed a strong consensus algorithm based 
on reputation and trust scores but also using advanced cryptographic techniques for the identity management.  

• Denial of Service or Distributed Denial of Service (DoS/DDoS) attacks are mitigated by using DLT instead 
of a centralised system to store security-related, trust-related, and identity-related data. This prevents an 

 
1 https://www.iso.org/standard/71670.html  

https://www.iso.org/standard/71670.html
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adversary from publishing a successful attack, since he would need to take under his influence an entire 
network. In addition, the TMB monitoring module will detect anomalous behaviours, and mitigate them by 
reducing device reputation and defining and enforcing new policies and actions through the PDP/PEP 
entities. 

• A tampering transactions attack should be avoided by ensuring decentralised validation of transactions 
together with strong encryption of them. 
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4 Pilots 

ERATOSTHENES defines three representative real-world pilots (Connected Vehicle, Health, Industry 4.0) to 
integrate and validate the proposed solution, for which the consortium has the participation of high-end pilots such as 
IDIADA, TELLU and DWG, who provide experience and technical knowledge in the areas described. This chapter 
performs an analysis of the main requirements defined in D1.2 as well as the mapping of the detailed use cases of each 
pilot with the architecture proposed in chapter 3 of this document. 

4.1 Pilot-driven requirement mapping 

Deliverable D1.2 collects all the initially defined requirements for the three pilots of the project. From those, key 
requirements have been analyzed, grouped, and tackled with the design of the architecture. The following tables collects 
the key requirements identified, the architecture components that have been introduced to tackle them, and brief 
explanations on how they interact to tackle those requirements. More details about the components and their 
interactions will be included in the following sections. 

Table 4: Requirement mapping with Eratosthenes components 

Requirements Components How it is tackled 

• The infrastructure is monitored, and 
network traffic is analysed to detect intrusions 
[P1_FR_05, P2_FR_20, P3_FR_03] 

• Per-device trust calculation and calibration 
of trust in devices [P2_FR_02] 

• Reputation effect in attacked nodes 
[P1_NFR_04] 

• Initial Trust Score assignment to IoT 
devices during the enrolment phase 
[P2_FR_11] 

• The infrastructure must provide the means 
to publish CTI based on authentication and 
or trust/reputation of source [EXT_FR_02] 

• (Inter)-DLTs must allow trusted entities 
(i.e., TMB) to access to info about devices like 
trust scores [EXT_FR_07] 

Trust Manager 
and Broker (IDS, 
Threat Modelling 
& Risk 
assessment), 
DLT/Inter-
DLT, Trust agent 
interacting with 
TEE  

• TMB performs threat and risk evaluations, 
leading to trust values for devices/associated 
to identities.  

• This is supported by DLT for auditability 
and sharing of trust scores.  

• Monitoring information from IDS is used as 
a source for events that examined in trust 
computations and security assessments 

• Trusted execution environment (TEE) in 
devices as one anchor for trust (e.g., 
considered in threat modelling) 

• Trusted information exchange with 
CERT/CSIRTs for vulnerabilities reporting 
in automotive sector [P1_FR_01] and 
industry 4.0 devices [P3_FR_01] 

IdM, 
DLT/Inter-DLT 

• DLT (Inter-DLT for multi-domain) 
supports CTI sharing, enabling auditability 
and traceability  

• IdM for identifying data sources and their 
associated trust (allowing publishing data or 
not) 

• Devices can be enrolled in the system and 
associated to user identity [P2_FR_04] 

• Support of one-use identifiers for privacy 
and security (e.g. exclusion) purposes 
[P3_FR_04] 

• Allow to exclude devices from the 
communication network by revoking the 
identifier [P3_FR_04] 

IdM, PUF 
authentication 
servers and client 
module, 
DLT/Inter-
DLT, IdM client 
module with 
TEE, TMB, 
PDP, PEP 

• Public cryptographic keys and parameters 
stored in a trusted registry as the DLT, with 
inter-DLT for cross domain identification 

• IdM components are supported by DLT and 
enable privacy preserving IdM (disposable 
IDs...) in the domains 

• Physical Unclonable Functions used for 
cryptographic fingerprinting and 
authenticating, e.g., against IdM components 
(for instance, during enrolment) 
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• Support of automatic device enrolment in 
the system and associated to the user identity 
[P2_FR_05] 

• Sender/Receiver devices must identify each 
other [P1_FR_11, P2_FR_12] 

• Sender device verifies that it can trust 
receiver device before starting the 
communication [P1_FR_12] 

• Definition of device behaviour/policies for 
the domain during enrolment, published in 
DLT 

• Revocation of privileges of an identity 
through trust evaluations and revocation of 
identifiers 

• IdM client allows devices to perform IdM 
operations like deriving privacy-preserving 
claims 

• PDP and PEP for policy decision, 
verification (e.g., of identity claims) and 
enforcement 

• The vehicle must be able to detect that it is 
in a safe state [P1_FR_08] 

• Automatic and trustworthy deployment of 
software updates [P1_FR_09] 

• Backup and recovery support [P2_FR_15, 
P2_FR_16, P2_FR_18] 

• Backup of secured Data is continuously 
executed [P1_FR_13] 

• Protection of vehicle data under some 
encryption scheme [P1_FR_03] 

• Automated verification of data exchange for 
software updates [P1_FR_02] 

• Configure and perform backup of 
management device [P1_FR_15] 

• Recovery ability after an attack 
[P1_NFR_05] 

Backup and 
Recovery 
Services, Trust 
Manager and 
Broker, TEE 

• OBU integration and monitoring support 
aided by TEE to limit critical operations only 
to Safe State status scenarios 

• Software repositories whose trust is 
evaluated by the TMB 

• For devices and infrastructure through 
Backup and Recovery Services 

• Manage device lifecycle (certification, 
deployment, upgrade, decommissioning, 
recovery…) [P2_FR_08] 

• Vehicle re-certification after software 
change [P1_FR_06] 

MUD Server, 
PUF Server, 
Software Update 
Server, 

Backup Server, 
IdM, TMB, TEE 

• Certification of device capabilities used for 
trust calculation 

• PUF authentication to support Auto-
enrolment process  

• Device Software Repositories to support 
secure software updates 

• Backup Server to support recovery functions 

• Revocation and reputation support through 
Trust Manager and Broker. It performs 
threat and risk evaluations, leading to trust 
values for devices/associated to identities 

The rest of this section includes a summary of the pilots for the sake of completeness (full descriptions in 
deliverable D1.2). It also depicts instantiations of the architectural flows as envisioned from the pilots’ points of view  

4.2 Pilot 1 - Connected Vehicles 

In this pilot we envision to test the Eratosthenes solution in one of the industries where can be appreciated a 
great advance to the connected environments, the automotive industry.  

Nowadays the modern vehicles can interact with other connected devices that surrounds them to be aware at any 
moment what is present in the environment where these are circulating being able to perform actions themselves 
depending on the inputs these are receiving.  
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This move forward of the automotive world generates a worry in the safety field and a need to standardize the 
processes which involves all these functionalities. An example of that are the newest 155 and 156 UN regulations.  

In this Pilot the solution will be tested on a regular information exchange between V2V and V2I situation that 
could be carry out in a connected environment scenario and, we also, will get an evaluation of the Eratosthenes in a 
remote software update process thus challenging the trust in each situation. 

4.2.1 Use Case 1: Secure Communications 

4.2.1.1 Description  

The first use case is focused on the communication between the vehicle and its exterior on the road. In this test 
two types of communication will be considered, vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle to vehicle (V2V).  

The situation will be formed by a vehicle which will interact with the infrastructure, in this case the road device 
will be a smart traffic light. The vehicle through an OBU will receive the smart traffic light state and will perform 
actions depending on the information received.  

At the same time there will be a second vehicle sending malicious messages hindering the communication between 
the vehicle and the infrastructure, thus obtaining an evaluation of the solution in a conflictive situation. 

4.2.1.2 Use case mapping  

 

Figure 14. Smart traffic and vehicle communication 

Flow description:  

• Device enrolment in domain phase  

In this phase de device (OBU placed in the vehicle) will start to enrol itself in the domain passing through the 
generic enrolment steps previously explained.  

• Smart traffic light informs its state to the vehicle phase  

In this phase will be carried out the generic actions explained on “Flow of generic service usage within domain” 
but focused on this use case instantiation.   

1. [Device Logic -> DLT] Get Policy/Behavior of target  
2. [Device Logic <- DLT] Policy/Behavior  

Vehicle will discover the policies and the details of the target service through interacting with the DLT (in this case the service of getting the 
information from the smart traffic light states)  
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Through the next steps (3, 4, 5, 6) will be checked the trustworthiness of the service.  

2. [TEE: Trust Agent -> TMB] Trust check of target.  
3. [TMB -> DLT] Trust check (of target).  
4. [TMB <- DLT] Target trust.  
5. [TEE: Trust Agent <- TMB] Target trust.  
6. [TEE: IdM Client <- Device Logic] Generate VPresentation.  
7. [TEE: IdM Client -> Device Logic] VPresentation.   

Device logic connects with IdM client components in charge of the functionality  

8. [Device Logic -> PDP] Access Request (VPresentation, target…).  
9. [TMB <-> PDP] Trust Check (Access Request ()).  
10. [PDP -> PDP] Check policy met.  
11. [Device Logic <- PDP] Authorization token (or DENIED).   

During the previous steps the vehicle trust level will be checked and if it fulfills the requisites will be authorized to request the service usage 
or it will be denied.  

12. [Device Logic -> PEP] Request with authorization token.  
Vehicle will request to receive the smart traffic light current state  

13. [Device Logic <-> Service] Usage.  If everything goes well the vehicle will receive the traffic light state  
14. [Device Logic -> Device Logic] Action. Vehicle will perform the corresponding action depending on the smart 

traffic light state 

 

4.2.2 Use Case 2: Software Updates 

4.2.2.1 Description  

The second use case will be facing one of the newest worries of the automotive world, the software updates 
performed remotely.  

We will build a scenario as much realistic as possible as how this process would be carried out by a manufacturer. 
A server will be set up to be able to send and receive messages with the intention to simulate a software update 
removing the need to bring the car to the manufacturer facilities to upgrade an ECU placed in the vehicle. 

Before performing the software update, the car needs to be sure that is in a safe state to carry out the task. During 
the solution evaluation the vehicle will be the target of a cyber-attack to test how it is managed the unsafe situation. 

4.2.2.2 Use case mapping  
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Figure 15. Software update flow 

Flow description: 

• Software Repository Enrolment phase 

In the following steps the Manufacturer Software Repository will talk with the TMB and this will be the one 
which will check the repository reputation and trust levels to let the software repository enrolment happen or not. 

1. [TMB <- Software repositories] Software Repo Service Enrolment.  
2. [TMB -> TMB] Checks.  
3. [TMB -> DLT] Software Repo added. 
4. [TMB -> Software repositories] Ok.  

The bootstrapping of device (software repository) and discovery of domain from general enrolment is also carried out. 

• Device enrolment in domain phase 

In this phase de device (OBU placed in the vehicle) will start to enrol itself in the domain passing through the generic 
enrolment steps previously explained. The ones to be highlighted would be: 

5. [Device Logic -> DLT] Get local domain metadata.  
6. [Device Logic <- DLT] IDM, PDP, Trust Manager Soft Repos, domain metadata…  

The vehicle will receive the information related to the different services in the domain, for example the Software Repository. 

7. [Device Logic -> Software repositories] Get software images needed for domain.  
8. [Device Logic -> Device Logic] Update.  
9. [Device Logic <-> Software repositories] Vehicle recertification.  

The steps 7, 8 and 9 will be optional in this use case as the intention of this validation is to perform an entire software update process during 
the drive phase. 

• Software update phase 
 

10. [Device Logic <- Software repositories] Software update available.  
Manufacturer software repository pings the vehicle to start a software update process.  

11. [Device Logic -> Device Logic] Check safe state for update.  
Vehicle will check that it is in a safe state previous to start a software update. 

12. [Device Logic <-> Software repositories] Get software update. 
The new software will be downloaded. 

13. [Device Logic -> Device Logic] Update.  
The vehicle will install the new software 
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4.3 Pilot 2 - Health Integration Platform 

The Smart Health pilot is a Remote patient monitoring system which facilitate remote assistance to follow up on 
patients suffering from chronical diseases such as diabetes and COPD or other diseases where patients at least partly 
can stay at home such as Covid-19. In general, the eHealth use case enables patients to stay home during treatment 
and care and foster self-care. It includes a Personal Health Gateway, which is deployed in every patient's home, that is 
responsible for collecting data from various medical sensors and sending them to the back-end Cloud services. The 
services provide data to health personnel allowing for remote patient monitoring, data is recorded in the patient's 
electronic health journal, and it normalize data according to standard eHealth ontologies to allow performing various 
data analysis. 

 

4.3.1 Use Case 1: Zero-contact enrolment of devices 

4.3.1.1 Description  

When a user first subscribes to the Tellu service, he or she will receive a gateway and the associated IoT devices 
directly from the manufacturer. After logging in to the service and providing the hardware identities, the gateway and 
sensors will be registered to the user, and then be automatically deployed with the components for both the Tellu 
application and the trust management and provisioned with initial identity and trust information. This enrolment 
solution will be superior to the current which requires the gateways being sent to Tellu first. 

 

4.3.1.2 Use case mapping  

 

Figure 16. Zero contact enrollment 
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Flow Description Zero contact enrollment 

• Device PUF Enrolment 

Standard ERATOSTHENES PUF Enrolment (see Figure 4), where the initial configuration of the device is 
produced in the factory. 

• Users sign up 

Standard ERATOSTHENES user registration (see Figure 5), where the user account is created using a 
management device (or already configured with ERATOSTHENES), and an initial trust and associated reputation is 
assigned by TMB.  

• User Device pairing 

The registration of a new device (see Section 3.2.2)  involves associating the user account with a serial number 
(or any other similar element), verifying that it has not been previously registered or associated with another user. The 
process culminates with the association of the pair (user, device) and with the obtention of an updated VC with his/her 
new list of associated devices. 

1. [MGMAPP->IdM] NewDeviceRegistration (username, GWSerialNumber) 
2. [IdM->MGMAPP] AuthenticationRequest (username) 
3. [MGMAPP->IdM] VPresentation 
4. [IdM->IdM] Check (GWSerialNumber) 
5. [IdM->IdM] UpdateUserAccount (username, GWSerialNumber) 
6. [IdM->MGMAPP] VCredential 

• Owner setup input 

This phase begins with the configuration of the device by its owner, indicating, among other data, the domain 
and the owner's own identifier. With this information the discovery of the domain information will be performed 
through the Inter-DLT, as well as the reservation of the device's DID. With the DLT information of the domain in 
which the device is going to be configured, a metadata query of the available services (IdP, TMB, ...) will be carried 
out for its later use.[DL->INTERDLT] Domain discovery 

7. [INTERDLT->DL] Domain DLT endpoint 
8. [IDMC->INTERDLT] Device DID register 
9. [INTERDLT->IDMC] Ok 
10. [DL->DLT] Get local domain metadata  
11. [DLT->DL] IdM, PDP, Trust Manager, Soft. Repositories, domain metadata… 

• Software update 

Before the device can access domain services, it may be necessary install new software, or update/upgrade existing 
one to start participating in that domain and use Tellu’s services. This information would be obtained in step 11 
through the metadata downloaded from the DLT. 

12. [DL->SWR] Get TELLU and Domain software 
13. [SWR->DL] TELLU and Domain software 
14. [DL<->CERTSERVICE] Device recertification 

• Device registration 

Standard ERATOSTHENES devices registration, already described in Section 3.2.1. 

 

4.3.2 Use Case 2: Authorise and Integrate with third-party services and devices 

4.3.2.1 Description  

The standard feature of Tellu service is to track the medical data for patients (users), such as blood pressure, 
weight, etc., and some elderly users have wearable sensors for fall detection. Suppose a user is under home quarantine 
due to COVID-19, and the local health authorities developed a quarantine reporting service on the Tellu platform 
which will request the location information of the user through the wearable sensor. The sensor and gateway need to 
assess the trust score of the reporting service to decide whether it should share this sensitive data. Such assessment 
will be based on the reputation of the third-party service as well as the context (e.g., the service should be authorized 
for the data only if the user is within the quarantine period), using threat analysis at runtime. 
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4.3.2.2 Use case mapping 

 

Figure 17 Integrate with third party services 

Flow Description  

The flow assumes that the phases of PUF enrolment, owner setup input, software provisioning and registration 
of the device in the domain have already been carried out. Third-party services/devices (e.g., outside of Tellu) must 
have been set up at the time of deployment of the domain by for example configuring threat modelling to take that 
into account. 

The device registration phase assumes that the policies for third party services has been established during 
enrolment (e.g., allow usage when quarantined.) Also, those third-party services must enroll in the system with their 
own trust score (based on behavior, considering that they are third party). In addition, special contexts and start and 
end of special conditions are defined either manually (quarantine start at end after a positive test) or event based (a 
positive test automatically results in a setup of special context (start and end of a quarantine).  

Third party uses devices 

1. [DL -> SC/DLT] Get Policy/Behavior of target (e.g., wearable device) 
2. [SC/DLT -> DL] Policy/Behavior (Answer to 1) 
3. [TEE: Trust Agent -> TMB] Trust check (target) 
4. [TMB -> SC/DLT] Trust check (target) 
5. [SC/DLT -> TMB] Trust information from DLT (if exists). 
6. [TMB -> TEE: Trust Agent] Target trust information (Answer to 6). 
7. [DL -> TEE: IdM Client] Generate Verifiable Presentation. 
8. [TEE: IdM Client -> DL] Generated Verifiable Presentation (Answer to 7). 
9. [DL -> PDP] Access Request (VPresentation, target, ...) 
10. [PDP <-> TMB] Trust Check (Access Request ()); Check policy of requested data, including context conditions 

and current context (e.g., quarantined). Check policy met (e.g., verify VPresentation) 
11. [PDP -> DL] Return Authorization token (or DENIED) 
12. [DL -> Service] Request with authorization token  
Usage (E.g., retrieve location) 
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4.3.3 Use Case 3: Extending the platform with private devices 

4.3.3.1 Description 

Consider the same service as described in the previous scenario, those users who did not choose the wearable 
sensor, they may choose to use their own device, such as Apple Watch to provide location information. The quarantine 
recording service will need to assess the trust score of this private device to decide if the location data is reliable. Such 
trust assessment must be fine-grained to differentiate between different data provided by one device, e.g., if the user 
wishes to use the watch to monitor his/her blood oxygen level and provide it to the quarantine service, then the trust 
score for blood oxygen will be lower than the location data, as blood oxygen detection will be Apple Watch 
experimental feature. 

4.3.3.2 Use case mapping 

The use case flow is completely integrated with the standard ERATOSTHENES flows. The private devices will 
be able to perform a normal enrolment process, and the device’s trust evaluations carried out in the 
ERATSOTHENES usage flows will take into account its provenance. Because of that, we simply refer to sections 
3.2.1 and 3.2.4 for the flows associated to this use case. 

 

4.3.4 Use Case 4: Emergency situations. 

4.3.4.1 Description  

The Tellu platform may host services that connect to other public sectors. One sample scenario is with the Fire 
Brigade: If a user's flat is on fire, the firefighters may exploit the gateway and the connected camera to inspect the 
situation. This scenario requires bidirectional trust assessment between gateway and firefighting service, and trust score 
will be adjusted for the emergency, e.g., normally the video sharing is not allowed, but when the flat is on fire, it will 
be allowed. 

4.3.4.2 Use case mapping 

 

Figure 18. Emergency Situation 
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Flow Description  

• Device PUF Enrolment 

See use case 3. 

• Owner setup input 

See use case 3. 

• Software upgrade 

During enrolment, when defining policy/behaviour it is established that during emergency services are allowed to 
use devices (e.g., gateway) 

• Device registration 

Emergency teams are enrolled in the system either ahead or on demand applying secure method for authentication)  

1. Notification of emergency situation (context, e.g., fire alarm detects fire)., End of emergency may be a 
timer or an enforced "end of emergency") 
1.1 Update status 

• == Emergency team uses devices == 

2.1 Get Policy/Behavior of target (the gateway) 
Policy/Behaviour 
2.2 Trust check (of target) 
2.2.1 Trust check (of target) 
2.2.2 Target trust 
2.2.3 Target trust 
2.3.1 Generate VPresentation 
2.3.2 VPresentation 
2.4 Access Request (VPresentation, target, ...) 
2.4.1 Trust Check (Access Request), Takes into account current context (e.g., if not emergency, deny) 
2.4.2 Check policy met (e.g. verify VPresentation) 
Return Authorization token (or DENIED) 
2.5 Request with authorization token  
2.6 Usage (E.g., retrieve camera feed) 

4.3.5 Use Case 5: Continuous monitoring and lifecycle management of the Tellu service 

4.3.5.1 Description  

In order to prove the compliance with security and privacy regulations. Tellu current relies on the inspection of 
their development processes and the product source code to prove the compliance of regulations such as GDPR and 
ISO27701. This will hinder the extension with third-party devices and services. We will move towards runtime 
monitoring and evidence collection based on the project results. 

Some points regarding lifecycle management: 

• Application specific Risk analysis regarding threats in general related to trustworthiness and management of 
sensitive data in the digital health domain need to be considered. 

• All communication with back end needs to be encrypted 

• Encryption keys should not be shared between GWs and tied to specific GW ID 

• Network set up should prevent any connections between GWs 

• In general, GWs are not storing or retrieving any patient data and GWs are not storing log of measures. 
Buffered data should be encrypted using a backend public key (Can only be decrypted by the back end) 

4.3.5.2 Use case mapping 

A use case mapping into a sequence diagram is not applicable for this use case 
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4.4 Pilot 3 

The Internet of Things technology is widespread in all industries. Smart connected devices are employed to 
control, monitor, and optimize multiple services and process in an industrial environment. They constitute part of 
critical networks. Naturally, their security is of paramount interest. Currently, they suffer from unsecure bootstrapping, 
static identification, and trust services. The pilot addresses these issues and will develop novel solution to securely 
identify and onboard IoT devices. It will utilize the identity, trust and PUF modules to generate context based 
disposable IDs establish trust and security.   

4.4.1 Use Case 1: Implementation of resilient and secure Asset Identification 

4.4.1.1 Description  

Though the industrial Internet of Things environment is heterogeneous and dynamic, static identifies are utilized 
quite frequently for identification and management of IoT devices. In this pilot, we will design and develop a secure 
identification service powered by the PUF and distributed ledger technology. Global decentralized identifiers (DID) 
will be generated based on PUF technology. Consequently, they will be employed to generate disposable identities. 
These identities will have limited lifetime and context. 

This will be an ideal solution of industrial customers who use IoT devices extensively for process monitoring and 
controlling. Currently, identification is a big problem for industries. They use string based static identifiers. Which is 
neither secure nor resilient. The secure identification will boost the security of IoT devices. In the use case, industrial 
customers can integrate it to uniquely identify their IoT devices. Additionally, the distributed ledger technology 
provides the required resilience for the solution. 

4.4.1.2 Use case mapping 

The use case flow is completely integrated with the standard ERATOSTHENES flows. The bootstrapping and 
enrolment process carried out in ERATSOTHENES enables resilient and secure asset identification, using PUF, 
decentralized (DID) and advanced cryptographic (attribute-based credentials) technologies. The enrolment process 
enables devices to obtain identities with limited lifetimes with a root in PUF, DIDs and other identity materials. 
Because of that, we simply refer to section 3.2.1 for the flows associated to this use case. 

 

4.4.2 Use Case 2: Distributed Disposable ID service 

4.4.2.1 Description 

Presently, the industrial IoT devices are assigned static identifiers. These identifiers are configured when the 
devices are installed for the first time. After that they are left alone. It is called set and forget principle. As a result, the 
devices get access to industrial network and services. But this is not secure because it is based on permanent identities. 
The pilot facilitates a secure way to generate identities for IoT devices. The identities are based on physical Unclonable 
Functions and distributed ledger technology. Moreover, the identities are not permanent. They are disposable. Which 
means these identities can be generated for access to specific services and limited time span. An example scenario is 
an industrial customer that has multiple services for IoT devices, such as data collection, analytics, notification, 
monitoring. If the customer wants that a device should have access to only data collection servers for a period of one 
month, then a disposable ID can be generated for specified parameters and utilized. 
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4.4.2.2 Use case mapping 

 

Figure 19. Distributed Disposable ID service 

Flow description. We identify to alternatives depending on the needs for the disposable ID:  

• The device obtains a disposable ID from the infrastructure   

1. [IdMClient->IdM] DisposableIDGeneration(rootID, ...); Device send request to identity manage to generate 
disposable id. RootID could be VCred, DID or other cryptographic material.  
2. [IdM -> DLT] StoreDisposableIdInfo; Identity Manager generate disposable id and request distributed ledger 
to store cryptographic materials 
3. [DLT --> IdM] Store result; 
4. [IdM --> IDMC] DisposableID;  
 

• The device can autonomously generate disposable ids from the root identity (or extra elements, like other 
verifiable credentials) through cryptographic derivation methods. 
 

5. [IDMC --> IDMC] DisposableIDGeneration(rootID,…); Use cryptographic methods to derive a disposable ID  
 

4.4.3 Use Case 3: Trust and permission service 

4.4.3.1 Description 

Secure identification is a first step in an onboarding process and interactions in a heterogeneous network. Once 
we identify a device securely, we can build trust and permission services around it. The pilot envisioned to design and 
develop trust management any service powered by Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Disposable Identities and 
access control list will help us establishing trust when IoT devices from different networks interact with each other.  

It is particularly useful where industrial IoT devices connect devices from other domains or networks. Most of 
the times both networks are part of critical infrastructure. It is important to establish trust between these devices before 
they start exchanging essential data. In this scenario, the trust management service developed in the pilot can be 
employed to safeguard against malicious devices.  

4.4.3.2 Use case mapping 
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Figure 20. Trust service using disposable IDs 

Flow Description 

This flow shows the Trust Service using Disposable ID. At this point, device has been registered using the PUF 
verification. In the service flow, disposable id is generated and trust establishment is checked. 

1. [DL->DLT] Service_Discovery(); Device logic check for service discovery to DLT 
2. [DLT->DL] ServiceCatalog; (Answer to 1) Distributed send service catalogue to device 
3. [DL->DLT] GetPolicy/Behavior(Target); Device send a request to get policy behavior to distributed ledger 
4. [DLT->DL] policyResponse; (Answer to 4) Distributed ledger send policy to device 
5. [TA->TMB] TrustCheck(target); Trust agent on device send request to Trust broker for trust check 
6. [TMB->DLT] TrustCheck(target); Target broker checks with distributed ledger 
7. [DLT->TMB] trust_of_target; (Answer to 6) Returns trust check response 
8. [TMB->TA] trust_of_target; (Answer to 5) Returns trust check response 
9. [DL->PDP] AccessRequest(DisID_1, target, ...) 
10. [PDP->TMB] TrustCheck(DisID_1, ...) 
11. [TMB->DLT] TrustCheck(DisID_1, ...) 
12. [DLT->TMB] trustResponse; (Answer to 11) 
13. [TMB->PDP] trustResponse; (Answer to 10) 
12. [DLT->TMB] Response; (Answer to 10)TMB relies on DLT for trust check 
13. [TMB->PDP] Response; (Answer to 9) PDP receives trust response from TMB 
14. [PDP->DL] (TOKEN || Denied); PDP uses trust information during authorization decision  
15. [DL->PEP] Request with authorization token; Device can use authorization token to access service 
16. [DL->Service] Service usage  

 

4.4.4 Use Case 4: Open Source and 3rd party integration 

Open-source solutions are our core philosophy., and we want to continue this tradition more aggressively in this 
project. In the past, we made available source code of all services the IoT Crawler project. In this pilot, partners will 
contribute to develop secure identification and trust management services. We will make the source code and technical 
documentation available to the public on platforms like GitHub. In addition, widespread adoption and eventually 
standardization of the services are our prime objectives.  The project aims to spread the IoT services and processes to 
wider audiences. During the project, we will use multiple channels such as physical tech events, webinars, and 
workshops to disseminate project services.  

In the end, we want to develop standards for disposable ID service for IoT devices. The services under the project 
will be exposed using popular API standards such as REST, GraphQL etc. The idea behind it is to develop a universal 
solution which can be integrated with modern or legacy solutions. It will help us on the road to standardization. We 
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will ensure that integration with 3rd party services is made seamless and intuitive and release an online technical 
documentation of the APIs. 

4.4.5 Use Case 5: Scalability testing 

The IoT is not only about thousands of connected devices talking and sending data to each other. It is all about 
massive fleets of devices and various services running parallelly and sending/receiving messages in real time. Therefore, 
scalability of the services that allow these interactions, like the disposable identity service, is very crucial. It is our 
constant effort to deliver high quality software. Not only the functional requirements but also non-functional 
requirements like performance and scalability are of significant value for us. We will stress test the solution for 
scalability using our industrial partners and our hardware testbeds. 

We devised the solution, so it is scalable by design. The definition of multiple domains will enable the scalability 
of resources along with demand. Additionally, interactions and collaborations between domains are taken into account 
in the architectural design. We have integrated distributed ledger technology to store critical information and envision 
inter-ledger approaches for sharing information across domains. Therefore, the solution is inherently scalable. The 
scalability test will be performed at 3 stages. In the first stage we will test the solution on hardware devices installed in 
our testbeds. Once the solution is stable, we will approach our industrial partners to test with fleet of IoT devices. 
Thereafter, we plan to simulate IoT devices using a script and send requests to identification and trust services. 
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5 Conclusions 

The aim of this D1.3 was to introduce a first architecture of the ERATOSTHENES framework. The work on 
this document has been done in collaboration with the content produced in D1.2 describing the requirements and use 
cases associated with the project. In D1.3, the different modules that make up the architecture have been detailed, 
indicating the expected behaviour and a mapping has been made between the different assets and the requirements 
obtained in D1.2. In addition, together with the description of the components, the general processes that the 
ERATOSTHENES architecture supports have been introduced and described, providing detailed diagrams with 
concrete interactions between the different components. Finally, the description of the different pilots and use cases 
involved has been addressed, making a generic mapping through the architecture and components presented. 

As a result, we have obtained an architecture that is applicable to the different pilots while addressing the 
peculiarities of the different use cases and covering the requirements identified in D1.2. In the future, with the different 
iterations, the architecture may undergo specific adjustments or changes to improve or support more functionalities. 
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Annex A 

Annex A.1 - Figure 2. Bootstrapping process 
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Annex A.2 - Figure 4. Enrolment from another domain 

 

 

 


